
Student Name: _________________________ 

Teacher’s Name:  ______________________   Classroom:  __________ 

Gregory and Grandma Davis enjoy a good time while visiting a 747. Although Gregory 
is afraid to enter the airplane, they walk around outside and learn about many airplane 
parts from its nose to the tail. As Gregory and Grandma Davis discuss the topics of 
distance and speed (and complete a few experiments), they come to understand the 
scientific principles behind how an airplane works. This adventure challenges Gregory 
and Grandma Davis to accept that fears are real and to deal with them in small steps. 
Until their next adventure, Gregory and Grandma Davis keep each other in their hearts.  

Gregory and Grandma Davis enjoy a good time while rescuing a baby bird which has fallen 
from its nest. Under its parents' watchful eye, Grandma Davis dispels many common 
myths about how birds take care of their young and Gregory learns the value of keeping in 
good health. Gregory and Grandma Davis also come to understand the life cycle of birds 
and related scientific vocabulary. This adventure challenges Gregory and Grandma Davis 
to first consider the safety and consequences of their actions prior to doing them. Until 
their next adventure, Gregory and Grandma Davis keep each other in their hearts.  

Airplanes:  A Visit to a 747 for $12.95  How many?  _______ 
Please gift wrap at no additional charge 
      Style of gift wrap desired (Birthday, Christmas, ,etc.):  ____________ 
Please autograph at no additional charge 
       Grandma Davis or 
       Personalized as follows:  ________________________________ 
Please ship to ________ (School) for distribution no additional charge 

Birds:  Rescuing a Baby Bird for $12.95  How many?  ________+ 
Please gift wrap at no additional charge 
      Style of gift wrap desired (Birthday, Christmas, ,etc.):  ____________ 
Please autograph at no additional charge 
       Grandma Davis or 
       Personalized as follows:  ________________________________ 
Please ship to ________ (School) for distribution no additional charge 

School Order Form 

Method of Payment 
Check or Money Order enclosed 
MasterCard, VISA, or Discover Card 
Card Number:  _________________________________ 
3 digit code from back of card:  ____________________ 
Billing Address:  ________________________________ 
______________________________________________ 
Expiration Date:  _______________________________ 
Amount Authorized:  $____________________________ 
 
Special Instructions: 


